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Cekamon Saws Newsletter
Cekamon Saws offers tailor-made
made solutions for the sorting, repair and
dismantling of your pallets. We are constantly searching for new possibilities to
make your work more efficient and safer. This newsletter tells you how you can
improve your working conditions and how to increase your production.

In this newsletter:
>> Modifications for PalletSaw
>> Prices of pallet wood risen sharply:
seize the opportunity!
>> Practical case: Increased
production thanks to Cekamon Saws

>> Practical case:
Increased production thanks to Cekamon Saws
Last month, we installed an extremely fast sorting and repair line at an Austrian
company. This considerably improves the working conditions and increases
productivity. That's why they opted for this tailor-made
tailor
solution of Cekamon Saws.
An overview of the benefits of this sorting and repair line:
- only one employee is needed for monotering
- the employee does not have to lift anything
- the number of sorted pallets may run up to 450 per hour
- pallets are immediately
ately sprayed after having them repaired
An example of an effective solution developed by Cekamon Saws.
Do you want to find out more about this line or what Cekamon Saws can do for you?
Please feel free to contact us.

>> Prices of pallet wood risen sharply
You may have noticed that the prices for pallet wood has risen sharply. This may well be the perfect moment to
consider recycling your obsolescent stock. For example, the wood of pallets that have been dismantled with the
PalletSaw is approximately 50% cheaper than
tha new wood. Apart from the well-known
known PalletSaw, Cekamon Saws
has plenty of other options to save costs when recycling pallet wood.

>> Modifications for your Cekamon PalletSaw
We continuously aim to optimise our products for you. In collaboration with the Health & Safety Inspectorate, we
developed a number of modifications that considerably improve safety and facilitate the job. These expansion options
can also be applied to your existing
xisting PalletSaw.

•

Ball bearing rollers
Rolling is better than pushing. Your employees do not have to push the
pallets. Instead, they can simply roll them over the table. We can place
these ball bearing rollers in your existing PalletSaw.

•

Extended protective cover
Improve working conditions by placing this extended protective cover. The
current red bracket comes off easily, which may lead to dangerous
situations. You can place the extended protective cover yourself, and it will
prevent your employees from being exposed to the band saw.

•

Protective wire for lights
In order to protect the lights of your PalletSaw against flying pieces of
wood, we have developed a wire construction, which is easily placed
around your existing lights.

>> Future activities Cekamon Saws
You may have noticed our absence from the Wood trade fair held in Rotterdam this month. However, we are
participating at the LIGNA Hannover in May 2011.

Request for information
If you want to start saving thousands of
Pounds a year in pallet costs and pallet
wood purchases, contact us for a tailortailor
made offer!
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CekamonSaws BV
Kalkoenweg 40
NL - 3851 SC Ermelo
Tel: +31 341-550038
Fax: +31 341-550125
info@cekamonsaws.nl

